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DANCING MOUSE IS SUBJECT
OF INTERESTING EXPERIMENT
Japanese Rodent Dies from Lack of Nitrogen
After Being Immersed in Electrical

Bath for Five Weeks
the course of the past
several months an experiment was
performed at Boston College in
which the very active Japanese
mouse was subjected to artificial
lightning effects under the conditions of both a balanced and a deficient diet. The experiment disclosed very interesting data which
is explainable in a conservative yet
factual manuer.
The Japanese dancing mouse was
selected for the subject of test due
to the mouse's affinity for almost
The
perpetual physical activity.
subjects are also procured at an
early age in their life cycle in order
that the experiment might cover a
growing period in their life. The
mice were arranged in individual
cells and at all times they were
supplied with an excess of food and
water in accordance with their
prescribed diets. For a period of
two weeks, prior to the application
of artificial lightning to some of the
subjects, all of the mice were fed on
dog biscuits. The mice were then
segregated into four main groups.
Two groups were arranged to be
electrified while the remaining two
groups were retained for control
groups. One group in both the electrified and control groups was
changed to a diet deficient in nitrogen while the remaining groups
continued upon the balanced diet of
dog biscuits.
Lack of Nitrogen Resulted in Death
The electrified mice were then
subjected to an electrical bath for
a period ranging from one to two
seconds every thirty seconds. The
physical activity of all the mice was
observed during the day and at
night; and every other day each
mouse was weighed to within a
tenth of a gram. Generally speaking the mice elected to the diet of
dog biscuits are still alive and very
active, but those placed upon the
diet deficient in nitrogen were all
dead five weeks after the electrical
treatments were initiated. During
this five week period of experiment
a plot of each group's average
weight in reference to its initial
average weight, expressed as a perDuring

centage weight increase or decrease
for the four groups, depicts the fol-

lowing results.

The electrified mice confined to
in nitrogen did not
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)

the diet deficient

Philomatheians to
Hear Father Rector
The regular monthly meeting of
the Philomatheia Club will be held
at the Assembly Hall, on Friday,
November 9th, at two thirty o'clock.
The lecturer for this meeting is the
Very Rev. Louis J. Gallagher, S.J.,
President of Boston College. Father
Gallagher will speak on a topic of
the utmost importance, especially to
the Catholic layman, namely, "The
Mexican Crisis."
The musical program for this
meeting will be supplied by Mrs.
Clara, Mrs. Gately, and Mrs. Ma-

Teaching Treated
By Ethics Prof.
Father Corrigan Speaks to
Essex Group
At a convention of 3,000 teachers,
members of the Essex County
Teachers' Association, held at Tremont Temple, Boston, on Friday,
November 2, Rev. Jones I. Corrigan,
S.J., outlined "The Aims, Purposes
and Objectives of Education."
"The accomplishments that go to
make up an educated man," he
said, "may be enumerated under
five heads: Knowledge, Judgment,
Talent, Taste and Manners.
"Knowledge means the percentages of facts, truths or realities as
the material on which judgment
can be exercised. Judgment means
a right estimation of these facts,
truths or realities in themselves
and in relation to each other. Talent
means the power of the faculties
to acquire and retain knowledge and
to add to it; and then to apply it
intelligently and practically to action or production. Taste means
the perception, not merely of things
in their useful aspect, but in their
ornamental aspect, so as to embrace
or adopt what is beautiful and to
avoid and repudiate what is unbeautiful. Manners mean the regulation
of one's actions, according to the
standards of taste, so as to present
one's self agreeably to others."
In conclusion, Father Corrigan
said, "A man begins to be an educated man as soon as he possesses
something of these elements. The
more fully these accomplishments
are had and applied in life and
living, the more educated a man is,
and the more he can make both of
himself and out of his environment."

SHANNON SPEAKS
ON MRS. EDDY
Calls Christian Science
Founder a Paradox

Tricky Stylites
Foxy Heightsters
Overpower Bulky
Outplay Light
Stylus Eleven
Heights Eleven
By P. V. POWER

The most crushing football machine ever to come out of the Stylus
office overwhelmed a puny Heights
eleven last Wednesday before 40,000 berserk spectators on the greensward of Alumni Field to the tune
of 24 to 6. The highly touted
Heights aggregation just couldn't
get started, and the smoothly rolling Stylus eleven, using its unique
wing forward formation, piled
touchdown upon touchdown.
Although the journalists were
soundly thrashed?thrashed in a
manner reminiscent of B. C.-Catholic University game of 1927, praise
must be extended to Captain Eddie
O'Brien for his plucky though
brainless quarterbacking. The
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)

The following officers and societies are scheduled to be photographed the afternoon of November
14. All the men are asked to
cooperate, inasmuch as this work
involves much expense and time:
Student Activities Council
Sub Turri Department Heads and
Editors
Sub Turri News Staff
Sub Turri Business Staff
Student A. A. Officers and Class
Representatives.
Heights

On Monday

James
Cronin, John

evening

Z.
J.

Editors and Business Staff

Stylus Editors and Business Staff
Ethics Academy Officers and Com-

mittees
French Academy Officers and Committees
Spanish Academy Officers and Committees
Economics Academy Officers and
Committees
Dante Academy Officers and Committees
Musical Clubs Officers and Executive
Board
Dramatic Society and Officers
Press Club Officers and Members
Radio Club Officers
Pre-Medical Club Officers
Sodality Officers
Junior Week Executive, '35
Class Officers?Junior, Sophomore
and Freshman
The groups will be taken in the
Committee Room of the Library.

Bob Curran Scores in Last Minute of Play-Line
Shows Great Power Throughout
the Whole Game

Eagles Ready For
Praying Colonels

names of his own staff, and one
Centre Brings Flashy Club
Austin Brewin had to introduce the
substitutes as they came into the
to Boston
game. The last mentioned gentleman claims that he is on the Stylus
An eager and confident Gold and
because of his yeoman work in the
filing department of that organ. Cream eleven will leave its native
But since he has never seen a file, Kentucky this week with high hopes
Mr. Brewin may be counted off as of annexing the victory for which
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)
they strove so heroically on their
other trips to the Heights. This
year the blue grass boys, who are
coached by Ed Kubale, have their
By
Sodality
usual high scoring outfit. They are
depending on a strong, veteran aggregation to defeat the Eagles.
Though they have lost their great
On Monday evening several mem- fullback, Dallas Long, through
bers of the Senior Sodality traveled graduation, the backfield will be the
same as that which started last
to Somerville to present a symposium on "Christian Science" before year against the Maroon and Gold.
the Literary Club of St. Joseph's
Fine Attack and Defense
Parish.
Led by Elmer "Flash" Hendren
Mr. William J. Fitzsimmons, '35,
introduced the discussions, which at right halfback, the Colonels will
were presented by the following present their usual deceptive and
Seniors: James Z. Farley (bio- colorful attack together with a
graphical details of Mrs. Eddy); type of defence that worthy B. C.
Grover J. Cronin (the philosophy teams in the past have discovered
of Christian Science); John J. Ma- to be among the best in the land.
gee (Mrs. Eddy's indebtedness to Hendren is the lad who kept the
Dr. Quimby); Donald V. Shannon B. C. defence hanging on for very
(Mrs. Eddy's theory and practice). life all through the game last year.
Running with a deceptive half galInvitation to Somerville
lop
which makes him very hard to
The Sodality was invited to Somstop, he staged a one man attack
and
Sutherby
erville by Miss Helen
Rev. Anthony Flaherty, in charge during the greater part of the
game,?hitting the line, circling the
of the Literary Club.
passing and receiving. At the
ends,
meeting
At the regular weekly
signal calling post will
important
Mr.
V.
ShanSodality,
of the
Donald
Hamilton, who
be
Lecil
"Freckles"
non, '35, presented the fourth of a
greatest
has
been
called
the
Centre
series of discussions on Christian
quarterback
since
"Bo"
McMillen.
Science.
His topic was: "Mrs.
one of the best passers
Eddy: Her Theory and Practice." He is also
in
the
South.
Utilizing the various historical ac"Bud" Eline will once again apcounts of Mrs. Eddy's long life, he
pear
the
disat left halfback. He is a well
demonstrated to his hearers
crepancies between Mrs. Eddy's "di- built lad, a great interfering back
vinely revealed" religion and her and is without a peer defensively.
own personal practice of her theory
and philosophy.
Next week the fifth discussion
will be presented by Mr. James P.
Hart, '35. His topic will be: "Manias, Measles, Mumps, Miracles and
Millions."

FRESHMAN DAY TO

BEGIN AT THREE

Banquet

and Smoker in

the Evening
CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 7-13

the

real character.

By BILL COLLINS
A Heights team which was in the
best of condition, spiritually, ran
riot last Wednesday afternoon over
a football team that claimed to be
representing the Boston College
Stylus. In what capacity the various members are employed, is a
question shrouded in mystery, for
the Editor of the Stylus, "Pug"
Cronin, did not even know the

This afternoon the class of 1938
will launch its social career with the
annual Freshman Day. Festivities
will begin at three o'clock in the
form of a game between the Freshman squad and the second string
Following the game, a
varsity.
banquet and smoker will take place
in the Senior assembly hall.

Wednesday

|

History Academy

|

in the Senior Assembly, 2:45.

Freshman Day.
Fencing Practice, 3:00.
|

|

1

1

|
|

Thursday
|

Fulton in Fulton Room, 2:00.

I Friday

|

|

Meeting of THE HEIGHTS' Staff in Tll4, 2:45.
Dante Academy in T2Ol, 3:00.

|

Fencing Practice, 3:00.

=

Saturday
Holy Cross Frosh vs. B. C. Frosh at Worcester.

|
|
.

Farley, Grover
Magee and Donald V. Shannon, |
spoke before the Literary Club of |
St. Joseph's Church in Somerville |
honey, sopranos, accompanied by on various phases of Christian
Science. A large and enthusiastic |
Miss Stetson at the piano.
audience received them warmly.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 5)

1

Monday
Holiday?Centre vs. Boston College at Alumni Field, 2:00.
Tuesday

Fulton Room, 3:00.
Ethics Academy in Tll4, 2:00.
Economics Club, 2:00.
Cheer Leader's Rehearsal, 1:30.
Marquette in

1

|

|

No. 7

REJUVENATED EAGLES DEFEAT
RUGGED VILLANOVA ELEVEN

Sub-Turri Groups to "Christian Science"
Senior
Be Photographed on
At Somerville Club
November Fourteen

Continuing the investigation into
the principles of Christian Science,

Senior-Junior Sodality heard
Mr. Donald V. Shannon, '35, speak
on "Mrs. Eddy's Theory and Practice" last Monday afternoon in the
Senior Assembly Hall.
Characterizing the founder of
this science as a living paradox, the
speaker showed the vast discrepancy between her doctrine and her
mode of living.
Mrs. Eddy's peevishness and fits of anger, her
deceptive practices and gold-digging
propensities were indicative of her

Volume XV.

Committee for Day
John E. Crowley, '35, has been
|
appointed chairman, with a comcomposed of John Dacy, '35,
§ mittee
Franklin Eaton, '35, John J. Magee,
'35, Gerald J. West, '35.
|
An imposing array of speakers
has been invited to attend. Such
names as "Rabbit" Maranville,
| Adam Walsh, Harvard line coach,
§ "Pat" Hanley, head coach at B. U.,
1 and "Joe" McKenney insure an en|

=

=

=

=

joyable evening.
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Loud and mighty did that Eagle
scream last Saturday when, with
groomed plumage and sharpened
talons it choked the fight out of the
ferocious Wildcats and bent them to
submission by a 6-0 score.
Eagle Victory
From the opening whistle the
gleam of victory flickered in the
Eagle's eye, as it watched Bobby
Curran streak weave, and scamper
through a pack of bewildered Wildcats and then hand the ball over to
tiny "Tilli" Perdenzi for an encore.
From start to finish the forward
wall and the secondaries presented,
a defence the like of which is
scarcely heard of against so highly
a scored system as that which
Stuhldreher inherited from his immortal teacher.

Curran Star Player
The Eagles received the kick and
putting the ball in play on their
own 16-yard line, marched straight
down the field. They made 4 first
downs and brought the ball deep
into enemy territory, losing the ball
only after placing it on the 20-yard
line. Bob Curran was the bright
light of this drive. In eleven plays
the Eagles covered 69 yards of
precious territory. Out of these
eleven, Curran carried the ball nine
times and Ferdenzi twice, one of
which was good for 12 yards right
through the center of the line.
However, at the 20-yard line the
Mainliners tightened up and, though
still bewildered, forced the Eagles
to relinquish the ball on downs.
Here the B. C. line showed that they
again had recovered their defensive
power for, though Villanova sought
three times for that precious hole
in the line, it never appeared and
on fourth down, with their punter
standing on his 1-yard line they
kicked out of imminent danger and
once again the powerful Eagle
eleven had the ball.
Laud Applause
The
had developed into a
kicking duel, although now and
then Curran broke through for
gains that brought thundering applause from the cheering section.
The period ended with the ball still
in Villanova territory and B. C.
awfully dangerous. Throughout the
greater part of the second period
they kept Villanova continually on
the defensive but although Ed Driscoll, Curran's understudy, shone
brilliantly, the Eagles did not penetrate beyond the 30-yard line. With
but a few minutes to play in the
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 2)
game

Bishop Shaughnessy

Honors Fr. Rector
Bishop Gerald Shaughnessy, '09,
of the Seattle Diocese, has sent to
the Rev. Louis J. Gallagher, Rector

of Boston

College, a personally
autographed photo of himself. Bishop
Shaughnessy is one of Boston
College's most distinguished alumni,
graduating with the class of 1909.
After a noteworthy career in the
priesthood, on September 19, 1933,

he was consecrated Bishop of Seattle at the Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception in Washington, D. C.

THE HEIGHTS

2

Official newspaper of Boston College, published on Wednesday during the
academic year, except the Christmas and Easter holidays, by the students of Boston
College, Chestnut Hill, Boston 67, Mass. Entered
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a vitalizing effect a well dive too deeply, as have some
deserved victory can have others, who, in their first venture,
last Monday's returning student come bobbing to the surface all
body, satisfied, encouraged, the ten- covered with sea-weed and confu.

.

sion relieved

J. O'Brien,
Editor-in-Chief

'35

Edward

I,

the tension which
was tightening merely because the
previous stormy weather was so
utterly inexplicable . because the
weather-vane pointed one way while
. but
the wind blew the other
now that we're flying with a
favorable wind once more, with
talons sharpened and a victorious
screech piercing the air, future foes
will do well to heed that cry . .
and the fair weather quarterbacks
can go weep on somebody else's
shoulder.
.

.

.

.

Joseph E. Donovan, Jr., '35
Managing Editor

!

I

Steven Fleming, '35
Feature Editor

j.
|

C.

1

'35

News Editor

.

William A. Kean, '35
Sports Editor

|[

I

William H. G. Giblin, '35
Business Manager

I

John J.

I

Murphy, '35

Treasurer

Edward L. Fitzmaurice, '36
Circulation Manager

.

.

I

I

.

j

j

Henry Murphy,

?T?

j

It was puzzling and onerous
. . that series of
while it lasted
.
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Society ...

O'Brien

WHAT

.

I

by Eddie

By Austin Astor

the

*

I

.
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I

I

Tabloid

College Heights

successive setbacks . but take it
call it hokum or ignore
it completely, the unyielding, intractable, almost stubborn spirit
which controls University Heights
put us back on top .
not once did
. for which Tabloid
it subside .
.

No. 7 or leave it,

.

.

THOUGHTS AFTER VILLANOVA
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coming out of the counter riots too
exhausted to eat.

IT WAS GOOD to see Ted Marier5
again, doing his expert bit at the
The HEIGHTS-Stylus embroglio pianoforte. He not only complied
with our request to play "Stardust,"
. too bad the boys
was a gem .
but
followed it up, sponte, with
from upstairs had to resort to the
"Sophisticated
Lady"
. . John T.
despicable practice of proselytizing
Galvin of Jamaica Plain, and belle,
. . . looked like the closing minutes
of the Battle of Bull Run
just enhanced the floor with some of the
dancing we have ever
a case of inspired amateurs bash- smoothest
. . Red McDevitt and Bill
ing and being bashed by a bunch of seen.
pros, who took it as a matter of Kean of the A. A. were very merry
in view of the triumphant occacourse . until they realized that
SOME TIME during the
.
all was lost
and the score is sion. .
evening
Harry
Stuhldreher's cousin,
your
none of
business.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

?

.

.

.
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sirous of emerging from exterior darkness.

?T?

.

.

FIRST OFFICIAL SOCIAL EVENT SPONSORED BY THE

JUNIORS, the informal reception and dance tendered Villanova, we
?T?
found as amusing as it was nice. Mr. George F. Mahoney greeted us
The lunch tickets booths have
cordially, and had a few words to say about that fumble he recovered in
been instituted solely for your conget tickets there and the Villanova game (when questioned)! He added that in his opinion B. C.
venience . .
avoid the usual melee at the would roll right through the rest of the season, and take the Cross.
making change slows At the gate we were subjected to
counters .
the novel experience of having our
up the process of dishing out the right
wrist decorated with a vermillion "C." "So you won't be dishonest,"
so buy tickets and abolish
vitals
the
ticket
man explained. The result was, we didn't wonder at the
the previous state of affairs, which
requests
numerous
for lipstick made of fair companions by those dea
found
few of the weaker brethren

again sincerely congratulates you
. . . and because of which the team
has asked me personally to say
?T
The only danger, and it is one "Thanks!"
events of the past month
it meant more to
As a matter of fact, the score is
have amply served to empha- which might well prove disastrous, them than you'll ever realize.
only
incidental . . it's the principle
to
a
Bosis
the
fear
of
a
relapse
spirit.
size two facts of interest
in our
?T?
thing that counts (that's alof
the
In the first Now that the team has, to all inton College public.
Fate has a great time tossing ways good for two points)
The
place, the way in which the team tents and purposes, regained the quips about at poor, unsuspecting Heights, blazing the way in
the
played at certain times in the Ford- road that victors tread, are we go- victims . . . here's Ossie Gilman, all fight for pure and honest journalham and Villanova games demon- ing to let that tremendous sincerity last year snapping to attention at ism, has printed two accounts of the
the first sound of a fire alarm
fracas, written by a representative
strates only too forcibly that this and faith that we . have stirred
faithfully
hopping
aboard
the
of each organ
so you can draw
year, we have a team of singular up to push the team along in
wagons of the Chestnut Hill smoke your own conclusions . . but whatability, one which is capable of defeat wane or abate in the slight- eaters with unwavering regularity
ever the outcome of the gory battle,
reaching to the sheer heights of est because we have won one . . . impetuously jumping into the Mike Martin and Doc Sloane made
In that critical moment fray when the scene of the blaze plenty of new friends.
great football. Naturally the team victory?
. cheered by his self
will
be at
" attained its full stature only at rare (there
least one was reached
?T?
by the
imposed
duty
sense
of
intervals. But, though it played critical moment) in the Centre
last year's Ed.-inenjoyed
only
by
Kenny,
those
Herb
satisfaction
football which was below its own game next Monday, when the team who are willing and eager to serve Chief, Frank Farrenkopf, his Busi-proud standards at times, it often needs every ounce of grit and de- mankind . . and last week, the very ness Man., and Steve Hansbury,
played fine football that testified to termination it can muster, will we house in which poor Oscoe lived last who wore funny hats, all burst in on
superior merit, especially in these be prepared to give them articulate year took a turn for the worse and us Monday night, and did their best
burst into flame
.
and Hugo to hold up the issue which you're
games,
testimony to the faith and confialmost succeeded
Blandori, Bill Poland, Walt Lapesha reading . .
dence and perseverance with which
-.? But beyond this, and much more
and Fred Bonin were right smack but, praise be, duty called Kenny
?signally, it was brought home to all we support them ? Against even a in the middle of it, while Oscoe slept elsewhere . .
many complimentary
remarks reaching our ears concern'of us that, whatever the ability of slight let-up in the eloquence of blissfully a mile away.
ing the smart cover of the Villanova
the team in itself, whatever the our . support we must cautiously
?T?
Joe Mcissue of THE EAGLE
genius its various members could steel ourselves.
squad
witnessed
the
Kenney
and
his
perJack Murphy's gunning for a
For, with all due respect for the
.show at intervals, whatever the natRodeo
at
Boston
Garden
last
the
to
freshevery
sonal introduction
ural pep, grit, and courage the va- football players' manifest merits man in the college, so he won't mis- night as guests of the management
and
rious members of the team might and indisputable achievements, our take a freshman prof for a member . they saw a real show
it
tackling
although
some
.
.
real
College
again
good
have of themselves, Boston
of the class
. . . seemed
team is not so invulnerable an outTeddie
was
raound
the
horns
fingering
see
Marier
the
could not hope to beat the least of fit that it can, at any time, do well to
. wait'll you see the Eagle backand whites at the Villanova .
her .rivals on the gridiron without, without the full support of the stu- black
new gold
field
next Monday
reception . . regular ole town hall
.-not the mere sympathy, but the dent body. In order to have vic- reunion . . his music, as usual, was satin pants will make the leather
"heartfelt and intense support of tory, we must have the team. And great . . . and Jim Mclnerney's first luggers so much harder to down,
every member of the student it must give everything it has. In plunge into the social sea was clean and will blend nicely with our color
he didn't try to scheme.
.Body.."'"We must not merely not lose order to persuade the squad to give and graceful
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Peter Cline, of the Harvard Law
School, informed us that the famous

Horseman had entrained for New
Haven in a very tail-between-thelegs condition. He takes 'em hard.
. . . BUT DON BLANCHARD, who
used to play for B. C. High, with
Buzz Harvey, Jim Moran and Tom
Brennan, was at the dance looking
very cheerful 'spite his team's defeat.
We spied Tom Grimes
making an unsuccessful attempt at
cutting in during one of the last
dances. It must have been Moon
Glow! . One of the evening's most
charming notes was the crooning of
De Pagliacio Pagluccia, of the
.
Everett Pagluccias.
ALL IN
ALL, Marc Sullivan is to be congratulated on a very socially successful evening.
.
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At the game itself we met Frank
Mulligan, who will be remembered as Thespian extraordinary
and President of the Dramatic Society, not so long ago
and
Joseph B. Merrick of New York
City was also in the stands.
Benedict Fitzgerald of Cambridge,
and formerly of the University of
Alabama, was seen getting in his
licks on the sidelines, "shooting"
some choice action scenes of the
.

.

.

.

.

Field.

It was indeed

a

colorful

spectacle, and a welcome note of
dignity was lent by the presence of
numerous members of the faculty.

The game was a real
goodness football game,

honest-towith first
downs, forward passes, touchdowns,
Walter McDonough, punts, flying
tackles (now illegal), rhetorical
discussions between players, and
lots of cetera. The 24-6 victory for
the Stylus, while unexpected, was
cleanly won. Doctor Augustine D.
W. Brewin, of the circulation department of the Stylus, Athletic
Advisor of the winning club, spoke
as follows after the game: "I don't
know when I've ever played against
a better group of fellows, than
represented The Heights on the
field today. I hope this will be the
beginning of a long and friendly
series between these two great
clubs. If you'll excuse me I must
leave now, as I am promised to attend a the dansant, which is already under way."
Captain Edward J. "Westbrook"
O'Brien of The Heights, nursing
a bruised forehead, said, "We would
like to play the Stylus again."
After the game, players on both
teams repaired to the showers for
informal lavabo. Equipment for the
game, and towels, soap and hot
water for the lavabo were furnished
through the kindness of the Boston
College Athletic Association. Proceeds will go to the Athletes' Pension Fund, as was previously announced.
*

*

*

.

Mr. William Fraser, of the Boston College Maintenance Department, has resumed his uninterrupted activities in and around the
rotunda.

game.

*

*

*

ON THE CLEAR, dry afternoon
of Wednesday, October 31st, unMr. J. Frank Scannell, Jr., of
counted spectators thrilled to the Hyde Park, the genial bouncer at
opening kick-off of the Stylus- the Robin Hood Room, is engaging
Heights football game at Alumni in a study of advanced pugilistics.

...

faith in

We must have its best, the student body must keep
a confidence which views our vari- the high pitch of excellent support
ous football problems, not as ob- which it has found necessai'y to
stacles blocking our road to victory, develop during the past few weeks.
Up to now, all year, the spirit
?but as difficulties to be surmounted
unand overcome. We must have
shown by the student body of Bosswerving, unwavering determina- ton College has been something at
which the whole country well might
tion,
of
Satthe
two
marvel.
"r- After the outcome
Their eloquence when it
game
was necessary to spur their team
urdays previous, the Villanova
:' came as a distinct relief to the onward to glory, was unique. Their
whole B. C. following. It pleased courage and their dauuntless valor
~us that the team at last managed, in refusing to permit defeat to
by hard-earned victory, to put on lower their spirits was most exthe board a score which was some- traordinary.
.how. worthy of their great efforts.
Now is the time to employ the
After-the Western Maryland game, greatest dynamics in order, not
and after the Providence game, we merely to resist defeat, but to
weije jat a loss as to how.to express achieve victory. Now it is possible
to the team the faith we still had and opportune for the school to join
'.in them. We were tongue-tied, in- with the team into one unit, one
articulate. But now, the anxiety integer, and march up the road to
Cand \u25a0 disappointment of a fortnight victory with a single purpose and
banished, we are greatly relieved. a common goal.
S. F.
the squad.

THE HEIGHTS joins with the faculty, alumni,
and student-body in extending their deep sympathy to
Thomas McHugh '16 on the recent death of his mother.

Cakes
THE

editorial of the first Stylus of the season is usually
significant, for it almost always contains at least an inkling of what
the editor wants to do during the
coming year. In the editorial of
the recent November Stylus, we find
Editor Cronin criticizing his contemporaries for two faults which he
believes are universal: immaturity
and smugness. He hopes to substitute for these, maturity- and a
sort of exuberance.
When Margaret Fuller announced
that she "accepted the universe,"
Carlyle is supposed to have commented, "She'd better," perhaps the
same rejoinder might be made to
my statement that I approve of
maturity. Substantial maturity is
to be sought always; a mature finish
is desirable, except when it is an
alternative to the other. But I am
more than tempted to condone the
"smugness" of "our college intellectuals" and to raise my brows at
"the proper collegian spontaneity
and unbalance" which Mr. Cronin
would put in place of "their complete lack of a humble sense of humor, their stodginess and heaviness
and pedantry."

And

Ale

Gay impulsiveness is nice, and it
is a quality which is true to the
nature of youth. Or at least (thank
God!), it is more often observed in
the very young than in those who
are getting along in years. But it is
only a sustaining quality of youth.
One cannot but wonder why, if he is
going on a definitely youthful program, Mr. Cronin did not pay more
attention to those qualities usually
more manifest in youth when it sets
forth upon such a project as editing

...

By Steven Fleming

ble way, I am one of them, though
what I say will be marred by prejudice and by that "complete lack of a
humble sense of humor," that "stodginess and heaviness and pedantry"
so typical of us all. I maintain that
that quality which all these words
represent is a merely temporary
phrase of a praiseworthy development. Thinking, real thinking, immental labor, intellectual
plies
agony. Is is easy enough for skilled
thinkers, precisely reporting the
fruits of deep meditation, to miss
striking the right attitude, to neglect taking the correct air of humble and impartial deference. It is
much more easy, well nigh inevitable, for the neophyte, the undergraduate. Either we are going to
dissuade him from thinking, therefore, or bear with this surface fault
which so offends the Editor of the

the Stylus for a year. Where is
his idealism, his ambition, his na'if
but laudable solemnity about "the
important responsibility which he
hoped he could discharge worthily"?
All these things, his predecessors
had, as well as an exuberance which
was natural and which, with pardonable taste, was excluded from
critical, and other serious work. But
the conscious aping of the spon- Stylus.
Mr. Cronin's forgetfulness of the
taneousncss of youth is a sure,
most clearly
sometimes disgusting, sign of se- nature of thinking is
reference
unfortunate
in
the
shown
nility.
No one,
thinking."
to
"zest
for
smug,
ponder"the
In behalf of
once
who
has
ous, pontifical writings of our col- however practised,
probto
solve
a
attempted
earnestly
be
lege intellectuals," much could
intellectual
said. I shall try to say a little in lem worthy of his
strength, possesses a "zest" for
my own defence since, in an hum-

The whole passage (ex"delicious unbalance") from
which this phrase is culled, might
be predicated of "the" college man.
But it could not be said properly of
his sincere literary efforts: The
expression of one's thought, says
Mr. Cronin, "should manifest the
delicious unbalance, the lightheartedness, the zest for living, thinking
and doing characteristic of the undergraduate mind."
thinking.
cept

*

*

*

When the editor is so painfully
anxious that his magazine should
represent what he calls, "a college
color," one is tempted to wonder if
it is not also a mere maturity of
finish that he is seeking. And incidentally, there are passages in the
article on Peter Wust which it
would be very difficult to reconcile
with these editorial opinions. However, beyond these desultory observations, I am most emphatically
forced to remember that, in most
cases, the man who criticises others
for taking themselves too seriously
is not so much crying out against
excess in their "seriosity" as trying to beat about the bush of his
own responsibility.
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Pasteur Lauded by

Professor Lambert
At French Academy
Professor Louis Lambert of Boston University was the guest lecturer before L'Academie Franchise
at its regular meeting last Monday
afternoon. Taking as his subject,
"Louis Pasteur, Le Grand Savant
Francais," M. Lambert presented a
comprehensive analysis of the character and achievements of this great
French scientist.
Pasteur, the son of humble but
noble parents, in his early youth
had been horrified by the awful toll
of human life taken by a dread
pestilence known in his native land
as "le rage."
This impression remained with him throughout his
entire life, and played a great part
in the later work of the man.
Following a noteworthy collegiate
career, Pasteur was appointed to a

in science at the
Lysee de Strasbourg. At this time
he determined to devote himself to
medical research in an effort to

professorship

combat the disastrous influence of

the hydrophobia germ in causing
human misery.
After years of
patient investigation Louis Pasteur
finally
discovered the priceless

serum which has proved the boon
of mankind, and has marked him as
one of the greatest of human beneFurther, although this
factors.
great Frenchman has passed on, his
work has been continued by the
Pasteur Institute, which is accomplishing much in the alleviation of
human misery.

JAMES STEPHENS
HONORED AT CITY

CLUB RECEPTION
Among the invited guests at the
dinner and reception for James
Stephens, Irish novelist and poet,
held at the City Club on Friday
evening, Nov. 2, 1934, were two
members of the Boston College faculty, the Rev. Terence Connolly,
S.J., and Rev Leonard Feeney, S.J.
Mr. Stephens is well known for
his books, "Crock of Gold" and
These
"Songs from the Clay."
works of Mr. Stephens are treated
in the course of Rev. Terence Connolly, S.J.

Graduate School
Enrollment Large

3

Rev. Russell Sullivan, S.J., COLLEGE GRADS
SPANISH ACADEMY
PRIZES OFFERED
to Speak Nov. 18 at
WANTED FOR RED
TO RADIO CLUB HEARS ADDRESS BY
Communion Breakfast
MAURICE AHEARN
CROSS SERVICE
The members of the Radio Club
continuing code practice with
Today" Topic
"Spain
the added incentive of prizes offered to those who obtain their operator's licenses first. Prizes are
also to be given to the licensed
In a very informative yet inforoperators for the largest number of
contacts and the one of longest dis- mal talk on "Spain the Land of
tance.
Paradox," Mr. Maurice Ahearn, '35,

Many Colleges Represented

On Thursday, Nov. 8, at 2 P.M.,
Undergraduates Also
Rev.
M. Sullivan, S.J., Proin Student Body; Wide fessorRussell
of Philosophy, Boston ColSought, for Canvassing
Variety of Courses
lege, will be guest speaker at a
meeting of the Allston-Brighton
Better Film Council at the Brigh(Washington. D. C, American
The Boston College Graduate thelmstone
Red Cross News Service.) ?Among
Club House.
School under a splendid and brilHe will appear again on the the many calls upon college-trained
liant faculty continues this year
of Nov. 18 as a guest men and women is that of volunteer
morning
with an impressive enrollment repservice in the ranks of the Ameria Communion breakspeaker
before
resenting many prominent colleges
of the New England Province can Red Cross. The qualities of
fast
and universities, among which are
of the Federation of Catholic Col- temperament, as well as of mind,
Boston University, Harvard, Emwhich make students and graduates
manuel, Providence, Holy Cross and lege Clubs, an organization insti- so much
in demand in business and
tuted
to
the
drive
of
Cathspread
Radcliffe. Boston College as usual
in civic organizations, fit them
throughout
olic
action
and
charity
contributes the largest quota of
ideally for the emergency and regstudents, numbering among these the year. The breakfast will be
ular activities of local Red Cross
held
under
the
direction
of
Copeland
many of the former outstanding
Chapters, of which there are more
president
MacAllister,
of
the
Masgraduates.
sachusetts Institute of Technology than 3,700.
A wide variety of courses is
Catholic Club.
Last year, for instance, there
given, offering advanced instruction
were 78 disasters in the United
in
Philosophy,
Literature, LanStates in which the Red Cross gave
guage, History, Social and Natural
relief to sufferers. The bulk of the
Science and Mathematics for a stu- WHIST PARTY BY
work was performed by local chapdent body composed of school and
Quick thinking, organization
DORCHESTER CLUB ters.
college teachers, candidates for proability, versatility and enthusiasm
fessional schools completing a reare important assets of Red Cross
quirement for admission, special
Final plans have been arranged workers and volunteers at such
students utilizing their spare time
for the annual Whist and Bridge times. Chapter officers and commitfor cultural studies and college Party of the B. C. Club of Dor- teemen recognize this and everygraduates aiming for higher dechester to be held in Whitton Hall, where enlist the services of young
grees.
in Centre street, near Codman men and women.
square, on the evening of November
Many who have found it difficult
14, a week from tonight.
to obtain immediate employment at
Catholic Action
According to Eugene Plociennik, the end of the college year have
chairman of the affair, the party entered wholeheartedly into proLectures Start
will be the largest ever sponsored duction, braille, office, civilian home
the Dorchester organization and service, disaster, Roll Call and other
At Philomatheia by
will pave the way for a successful activities of their home chapters.
social year. The party will begin Thousands of these college men and
at eight o'clock and the price of women were once, as pupils in grade
The Philomatheia Club, in compliance with the expressed wish of admission is thirty-five cents.
or common schools, members of the
the Holy Father for Catholic AcJunior Red Cross and have never
entirely lost contact with the nation, will inaugurate a series of lectures to be held in the Assembly
The Alumni Association of Bos- tional relief agency.
Hall, Boston College. The Rev. ton College Law School will give a
This fall a great many college
James W. Keyes, S.J., professor of testimonial dinner in honor of Cor- students will join with zest in exphilosophy at Boston College, will nelius J. Moynihan, '26, a member tending by door-to-door invitation
of the faculty of the Law School, the Red Cross membership privilege
open the series on Wednesday evening, Nov. 14, at 8 o'clock. Father on Thursday, Nov. 8, at 7:00 P.M., to millions of homes. The Roll Call
Keyes' subject will be "The Place at the Boston City Club. The occais from Armistice Day to Thanksof the Individual in Modern Philos- sion for the dinner is the recent giving, November 11 to 29, and supophy." President Mrs. Vincent P. appointment of Mr. Moynihan to ports work of Red Cross chapters in
Roberts announces that this first the high honor of Associate Justice communities and the broad, helpful
lecture will be an open meeting for of the Central District Court of program of the national oi-ganizaboth men and women.
Northern Essex.
tion.

are

of
for Next Week

New Transmitter
Work is progressing on the new
transmitter and good performance
is anticipated. The apparatus will
soon be on exhibition in the radio
room.
Club attendance has not fallen
off, and the members are showing

for show, and the notable provincial
differences in the peoples of Spain,
meeting,
At the next
Nov. 8, the Mr. Ahearn forcibly brought out
president, Mr. Galvin, will give a his point.
short, practical lecture on certain
Mr. Dolan to Speak
phases of vacuum tube operation.
On next Monday afternoon, Mr.
Charles Dolan, '36, will speak on
Connelly,
'31,
and
Kevin
"The Spain of today." The Spanish
Edward
Hern, '31, graduates of this year's Academy wishes to remind the
class at Harvard Law School, Freshmen that this activity is held
passed the recent bar examination for their benefit as well as for that
with honors.
of the upper classmen.
much interest.

CARTOONIST WANTED
THE HEIGHTS is looking for sports cartoons. We can use
drawings of football games, the players, etc. In past years there
has usually been at least one student here who could draw well.
Is there one this year? If we discover him, and his work warrants it, he will be named Staff Artist of THE HEIGHTS.
EDITOR.

E. L. GRIMES PRINTING CO.
PRINTERS OF THE HEIGHTS AND OF
OTHER WELL KNOWN PUBLICATIONS

approximately twenty per cent
longer through the electrical portion of the experiment.

The electrified mice confined to
the balanced
diet increased in
weight more rapidly for the first
ten days of the experiment than
those confined to the same diet but
unelectrified.

LlBerty 3355-3356

Send for Estimates

Remember: We do Political Printing

at

Reasonable Prices

Boston, Mass.

368 Congress Street

Cut

DANCING MOUSE IS
SUBJECT OF INTERESTING
EXPERIMENT
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
lose weight as fast as those unelectrified, but confined to the same
diet. These same mice were noticeably more active during the period
of the week preceding their death
than the unelectrified ones. Furthermore, in addition to the fact
that the electrified mice on the
deficient diet died at a lower percentage of their initial weight than
those unelectrified, their life was

spoke before the members of the
Spanish Academy last Monday afternoon, in Room T 302. Contrasting the natural wealth of the country with the lack of natural agencies to exploit it, the poverty of
the people contrasted with their love
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Metabolism Increased
The results of this experiment
upon the Japanese dancing mouse
shows that there is a definite effect
in the case of both diets. It is evident that the metabolism is increased, and it is most marked in
the subjects subjected to the diet
deficient in nitrogen. It might be
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possible in the cases of the mice on

the balanced diet that the electrical
effects imposed upon them were
eventually acclimatized by them,
whereas, in the cases subjected to
the deficient diet, the problem of
life or death and the marked increase in metabolism produced
accounts for the mouse's ability to
draw upon his storehouse of energy
in a more efficient manner, and this
increased efficiency is brought about
through the electrical stimulation of
the nervous system.
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EAGLES REGAIN
STRIDE IN WIN
OVER WILDCATS
Thrill-Packed

Eagle-Colonel
Clashes Always

For the fourth consecutive year,
a hardy band of young Southern
gentlemen, representing small but
ancient Centre College, will make
the long trek from Danville, Kentucky, to do battle with the Maroon
and Gold clad athletes of Boston
College on Nov. 12. Three times
the "Praying Colonels" have opposed the Eagles on Alumni Field
and thrice they have returned to
the Kentucky Hills without the
joy of victory. Each year they have
waged a clean and thrilling fight
only finally to suffer lone touchdown
defeats.
The contests between Boston and
Centre have always been close and
hard fought, with the breaks of the
game deciding the ultimate winner.
The football fates have been most
unkind to the blue grass boys on
their previous Boston visits. The
first game with Centre in 1931, was
a grand battle from start to finish.
In the last period, "Ike" Ezmunt,
B. C. tackle, blocked a punt which
was recovered by Boston for the
only score of the afternoon.
In 1932 another brilliant contest
This time Johnny
was staged.
hero.
With but
was
the
Freitas
one minute to play, Fairhaven
Johnny broke loose and and by a
spectacular 60-yard run registered
G points for the B. C. contingent
and this was the margin of victory.
A repetition of the two previous
games was seen last year. It was
another of those battles of which it
is impossible to pick the winner until the final whistle has been blown.
The reserve strength of the Maroon
and Gold gradually wore down the
sturdy mountaineers and Tom Blake
scored the winning touchdown in
the fourth period on an off-tackle

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)

Frank Wetzler uncorked
a beautiful 20-yard run from his
own 19-yard line and with Johnny
Higgins clearing out for him, advanced to the 40-yard line.
A
moment later Nick Kotys, running
from kick formation, made another
first down at the B. C. 49-yard line
and then almost immediately Wetzler bored through for Villanova's
third first down, placing the ball on
the 39-yard line. There their attack
stalled and the half ended with the
ball in the possession of the home
first half,

team.

Mainly through Wetzler's fine
kicking Villanova drove the Eagles
hard in the third period, and kept

them more or less with their backs
to the wall. Thus it was that when
the fourth period opened Villanova
made their one serious threat which
began in Boston's territory. The
ball being on the 35-yard marker.
Nick Kotys rifled a pass to the ever
present Wetzler who downed it on
the 20. A score seemed imminent.
Stuhldreher's outfit, always dangerous, is particularly so when within
striking distance of a score. The
ball was snapped, Weisenbaugh
took it and streaked toward one of
the ends. It seemed as though he
might get away. But that great
line which played as superbly all
afternoon rose up and hit him with
a crash that must have made Mr.
Weisenbaugh's

spine

groan

in

The ball bounded from his
hands and George Mahoney, in there
for Furbush, pounced on it to stem
the desperate march which might
have ended in a touchdown.
agony.

Then it was the Eagle's turn to

march. They rolled along, with Curran and Ferdenzi carrying until the
latter fumbled and the Eagle attack,
for the moment, was once again
frustrated. Here the Eagle defense
rose to its heights. Charging hard,
rushing the passer and knocking the
passes down. One pass was completed and the receiver was thrown
for a five-yard loss. Quarterback
Moynahan spotted the next one and
batted it down, as it dropped toward
the eager receiver. An exchange of
punts, and we found the visitors
again taking to the air. But fate
flew with their passes, for Ferdenzi,
that 155-pound flying Eagle, leaped
high in the air, came clown with the
ball and scampered along the sidelines until he was thrown offside at
the enemies' 45-yard line. A beautiful pass, Curran to Moynahan,
failed for what would have been a
sure touchdown.
After Moynahan
kicked, Kotys reeled off one of the
feature runs of the game and was
thrown only after a gain of 25
yards.
However, a 15-yard penalty
for holding again placed them in the
shadow of their goal posts and they
were compelled to kick.
And now
the moment was come which B. C.
had sought for 57 minutes. Taking
the ball at mid-field they lined up
for the first play. It was a pass
and it failed. Then Bob Curran
spinned off tackle for 5 yards.
Third down and five to go. Moynahan took the ball, faded back to his
own 40 and let go a bullet-like pass.
It was perfectly executed and
Ferdenzi, gathering it in 20 yards
away, danced down the sideline,
eluded Fullback McFadden's desperate fingers and sped along to the
15-yard line where he was forced
out of bounds by Foster. Curran
on 2 iine bucks picked up 4 yards.
Then Tillie Ferdenzi hit the same
spot for 7 yards and a first down.
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SELECT YOUR

BOSTON COLLEGE FRESHMAN
FOOTBALL ROSTER

ALL AMERICAN
FOOTBALL TEAM
No.
Attention!
Quarterbacks and
football experts: Here is your opportunity to improve the quality
(on paper) of the Ail-American
brain-storm, the Ail-American football team. You Monday morning
signal-callers are about to receive
your due.
In a questionnaire submitted to
the sports editors of all the college
newspapers throughout the nation,

the aforementioned scriveners have
been requested to submit the names
of those individuals whose gridiron
performance merits them berths on
that mythical, mystical, mental
monstrosity
the All American
Football Team. The sports editor
of The Heights desires the choice
he submits to be a truly representative opinion of the majority of
?

-

Boston

College undergraduates.
and to wit, you are
hereby requested to pick two AllAmerican teams, excluding Boston
College players, and to pour in your

Wherefore,

avalanche on the sports editor on
or before Tuesday, November thirteenth. To your list of two teams
add the names of three (3) Boston
College players whom you think
worthy
of Ail-American honors.
(Continued on Page G, Col. 6)
First down on the 4-yard line. One
minute and a half to play. Curran
hit the line 3 times for as many
yards. And then, with one yard to
go on fourth down, he dived well

over line for

touchdown and those
6 precious points which gave Boston College its first major win of
the season and its first victory in
the last four starts.
a

1.
23.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Name

Captain Forristal
Moss
McFadden
Blandori
Craig
Martin
King
Cohen
Ryan
Murphy
Perrault
Kozlowski

Janusas

Scully
Grace
O'Callaghan
Chiarini
Lowery
Mahoney
Cahill
Grygiel
Morris
Abramson
Bonin
Laßonde
Kissel
Lepiesha
Bryan
Sullivan
Guinea
DiNatale
Poland
Bismark
Mountain
Farwell

McKeever
Downes
Puccia
Knasas
Davis
Driscoll
Scollin
Canavan
Regan
Crowley

Pos.

Q.B.

Centre
Centre
Centre
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Tackle

Tackle
Tackle
Tackle
Tackle
Tackle
End
End

End
End

End
End

Q.B.

Back
Back
Back
Back
Back
Back
Back
Back
Back
Back
Back

Q.B.

Back
Back
Guard
Tackle
End

Centre
Centre
Guard
Guard
Back

Wgt.

Home

155
173
185
170
175
184
182
188
198
180
195

Winthrop
Everett
Cambridge
Mansfield
Nahant
Chelsea
Watertown
Canton
Brighton
Norwood

185

South Boston
Lexington
Stoneham
Arlington
West Roxbury
East Boston
Roslindale
Waltham
Brookline
Nashua
Dorchester
Allston
Worcester
Cambridge
Nashua
Worcester
Wollaston
Cambridge
W. Bridgewater
Belmont
Providence
Natick
Beverly
Jamaica Plain
Cambridge
Readville
Roslindale
Quincy
Boston
Somerville
Revere
Roxbury
Watertown
Cambridge

192
180
190
200
170
160
172

180

162
170
165
180
170
183
180
190
165
185
170
160
155

160

163
165

165
175
170
170
170
165
202
195
160

Athol

play.

CENTRE INVADES
ALUMNI FIELD
and Gold in
Fighting Mood After
Comeback

Maroon

Good Taste /

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
Another veteran will take care of

the fullback berth, Earl Bartlett,
who gave such a clever exhibition
of punting against Boston last
year.

The opening lineup of the Southveterans and
the forward

erners will find three
four newcomers in
wall. The ends are
and "Bob" Sullivan,

"Jack" May
both Sophomores, who have already distinguished themselves as stellar wingmen. At tackle Howard Marks, a
veteran, and Charlie Eicholz, will
hold forth. The latter is a young
giant who won the position from
the veteran Herschel Giles, which
speaks well for his ability.
Roy Converse, another veteran,
and Ed Asher, who is playing his
first year on the varsity, will have
control of the guard positions. Fred
Meadors will once more hold sway
at center. He will be remembered
as the young man who backed up
the line last year with such effectiveness.
So with the "Praying Colonels"
presenting a veteran team on Monday, and the B. C. Club functioning
as smoothly and fighting as courageously as they did against Villanova we may expect another
brilliant battle on Armistice Day.

Results of previous games:
1931?Boston College, 6; Centre,
0.
1932?Boston College, 7; Centre,
0.
1933?Boston College, 6; Centre,
0.

?,

Lineups for Armistice Day:
CENTRE COL.
May, l.t
Eicholz, l.t
Converse, l.g
Meadors, c
Asher, r.g
Marks,

r.t

Sullivan,

r.e
Hamilton, q

Hendren, l.ta
Eline, r.b
Bartlett, f

BOSTON COL.
r.c, Furbush
r.t.. Ohrenberger
r.g., Couhig
c., Donahoe
1.g., Pzenny
1.t., Gilman
1.e., O'Brien
q., Moynahan
r.h., R. Curran
1.h., J. Curran
f.. Brennan

f

clean center leaves are the mildest

rj\
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they cost more they taste
better?so of course, Luckies use only
the clean center leaves ?the choicest
lurkish and Domestic tobaccos.
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EAGLETS PLAY
PURPLE FROSH
CROWNS PAST
ON SATURDAY

CENTRE GLORY

Kentucky Colonels in Annual

Visit to Boston
Aerie

Will Meet Fast
Eleven at Fitton Field

In the fall of 1919 a small college
arose from its Southern campus to
electrify the football world. That
year was the starting point of
Rising
Centre's glorious fame.
from the mists of obscurity, this
small band of warriors went
through a difficult schedule undefeated and were hailed as the undisputed champions of the East.
They trounced Indiana who had
previously beaten Syracuse, and
routed West Virginia, conquerors of
mighty Princeton, at that time the
monarch of the football world.
In this latter game they were behind at the end of the half and

A light but fast stepping Purple
eleven will play host to our Frosh
on Saturday next at Fitton Field
Led by a triple
in Worcester.
threat quarterback, "Bart" Bartolomeo, the H. C. Frosh have hopes
of repeating their 1933 victory over
the Eaglets.
Coach "Hop" Riopel
had developed a smart Purple club
out of a group of former prep and
high school stars. Although not up
to the standard of last season's
aggregation, the Purple Freshmen
are expected to give the B. C. Cubs
plenty of trouble.
In an interview with the genial
Tom McCabe, the director of athgathering together they solemnly letics on Mt. St. James, he stressed
They came the fact of the small stature of his
prayed for victory.
back in the second half and conyearling's in comparison with their
vincingly trounced their stubborn invincible team of 1933. He said
opponents. Since that time they that the present club was inferior
have been heralded as the "Praying to this 1933 Freshman eleven which

Colonels."
The following year they journeyed North to play Harvard.
After sixty minutes of the most
thrilling and chilling play that Boston had ever witnessed they were
forced to acknowledge their Northern foe's superiority.
So spectacular was the game that the Hub
clamored for another view of the
now famous "Praying Colonels."
In 1921 they returned and in the
hardest contested game ever seen
in John Harvard's stadium they defeated the Crimson, 6-0. In this
game the names of "Bo" McMillan,
"Red" Roberts, and Jim Weaver
were added to the list of football's
immortals. This latter player established a world's record that
exists to the present day.
He
kicked 99 consecutive points after
touchdown.
This is the crest of glory on
which the present "Praying Colonels" ride into town Saturday and
the fame that they will strive to
perpetuate.

PLEASE PATRONIZE
THE HEIGHTS
ADVERTISERS

included such stars as Kidd, Kuzina,
Yablinski, Moncewicz. McCabe indicated that it was difficult to name
many
individual stars because
Coach Riopel has been working with
a very large squad. The '38 Purple
showed great promise in their first
three games. Last Saturday they
received their first setback of the
season from Dean Academy, 13-6.
In all their games to date, the
Crusader Cubs have featured a very
successful overhead attack. Passes,
Bartolomeo to Dzierzak, have proved
fatal to their earlier opponents.
The Eaglets' defense will have to
be very much on the alert to stop
these passes.
Dzierzak has been
the most consistent receiver of
Bartolomeo's deadly flings and will
have to be closely covered in order
to stop this highly perfected air
attack. In the Providence game, it
was passes and the highly educated
toe of Mantner that gave the
Worcester boys a 13-12 victory. In
a scoreless deadlock with St. John's
Prep, the only scoring threat of the
day was provided for by the passes
of Bartolomeo. Again, against the
Harvard Jayvees, the Aerials of
Bartolomeo gained the 12-8 victory.
In a 13-6 defeat by Dean, the only
Purple tally was made by this same
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 6)
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BILL KEAN

There was drama, real drama, packed into the closing
minutes of Saturday's affair. The blood-curdling scream of a
wildly raging Eagle, hungry after victory long overdue;
screeching a hoarse and throaty battle song, vengeful, defiant, boldly determined to kill or fall in the attempt; all this
and more was read through the eyes of enemy gladiators in
the ghostly masque of the fightingest Maroon and Gold
eleven to face a B. C. opponent on the gridiron this season.
The six points fashioned out of blood which
roared out a victory message across the scoreboard
in the dying minutes of the game not only turned
the tide of victory toward the cause of Boston, but
metamorphosized the entire grid outlook at the
Heights from a deeply dyed Maroon to the brilliance
of a glittering Gold.
We said that there was drama enacted on the greensward of Alumni Field. And so there was. The figures of a
tall, pale-faced Senior and a burly, tanned Sophomore, acting in concert, furnished an amazing climax to a struggle
grim as any seen at the Heights this season.
Bernie Moynahan and Tilly Ferdenzi were the
twin demons who dealt the Wildcat his death wound,
and strangely, the careers of no two members of
the Maroon and Gold Squad have contrasted so
violently. For Senior Bernie the Villanova game
meant the realization of a glowing harvest, the
gladsome fruits of a patience and persistency which
have been a source of admiration and wonderment
for the rest of the team. Three years of near success, three years of frustrated ambitions, culminated
in the sweet spoils of stardom in victory.
Saturday's victory saw Sophomore Ferdenzi's name
blazoned across the pages of Alma Mater's golden record
books, reserved for Boston heroes. Ferdenzi's feats have
earned him the respect of his fellows, and unmistakeably is
this true, since his is the story of a courageous advance from
the lowest to the highest position among the members of
the 1934 teams. Unheralded and unknown, he rose from the
post of fourth team substitute to a starting position, where
he earned his right to the designation, "regular."
Of Bob Curran, may we be permitted to say,
he has long since ceased to amaze. His work remains as always at a high level. Hence it was but
natural that his should be the final thrust in flaying
the mainliners.
Looking to the future we can see no team strong enough
to withstand the assaults of the inspired eleven which took
the field Saturday afternoon. We are careful to add, however, that without that inspiration the team must fail. But
once aroused, as it most certainly was Saturday, the Maroon
and Gold need expect nothing short of victory in the remaining games of the schedule, for there is NO club among the
three remaining opponents capable of checking the attack
unleashed against the hapless Villanovans. Victory is always
dear. Victory following close upon a succession of disasters
is most welcome. The 1934 team has shown that it could
rally even when the cause appeared hopeless. If this is true
have we not the right to expect, that given a fair share of
the well known breaks, it will duplicate its performance of a

proved themselves worthy representatives of University Heights in the annual Jesuit grid classic.
Hence this year, with Eagle's fortune rising simultaneously with the decline of the Crusader stocks,
hopes for victory are bright. Need we say more.
Perhaps all this banter about the Holy Cross game is a
bit premature. To one not as well informed concerning the
abilities of our holiday guests as your scrivener, talking
"over the heads" of Centre might seem?to put it mildly?
a bit rash. Fortunately we have the experience of the past
years to warn us against over confidence if for any reason
(what reason COULD there be), it should crop up in a consideration of Boston's chances on Armistice Day. The
Colonels are coming. We have felt their wrath in former
struggles, and shall act accordingly. Centre has risen to
great heights this season, and almost in the same breath we
might say has plumbed the very depths. Their performances
during recent weeks indicate that they have found themselves. The prospect is therefore hardly inviting. Centre
can always be depended upon to give their best here in
Boston which was the scene of their first and greatest glory.
The Freshmen step into the spotlight this week

in earnest with their annual climactic offering against
a traditional foe, the Holy Cross Squires, about
whom has been built up a rivalry for them second only
to that existing between the Purple and Maroon and
Gold Varsities. The game this year is billed for next
Saturday, an open date in the varsity schedule, and
the scene: Fitton Field, Worcester. The wise money
on the basis of the season's performance seems to
favor our own Eaglets. With their record a shade
the better, and a squad physically superior the Maroon and Gold Freshmen look for a continuation of
the string of victories which was interrupted last
year by a third period touchdown. The B. C. entree
has everything that a championship club needs,
including smartness aplenty, weight, speed and
stature. In addition to this impressive lineup, the
Frosh boast as talented a student of football for a
team mentor as has appeared at the Heights in recent years in the person of Bill Boehner. Assisting
him with the line are Randy Wise and Alphonse Ezmunt, both of whom have an illimitable fund of
football information. The smart boys who have not
made plans for the weekend will make the trek to
Worcester.
We can not let the opportunity pass without mentioning
an incident here and there which may not have seen print
in the Villanova victory recount of the metropolitan news
journals. It is your columnist's opinion that next to our own
coach, we consider Harry Stuhldreher the ideal coach; and
we say next to our own coach without fear of reprisal, because Joe McKenney holds the respect of all who have come in
contact with him, most of all his own squad. But back to
Harry: When visited in his locker room after the game he
was more than anxious to accommodate with ready answers
to what must have been for him the usual hackneyed questions. We noted, too, for he could not conceal it, that
Coach Stuhldreher spoke through a mist of tears. And yet
despite his chagrin he had the presence, remarkable to
those who witnessed all, to hurry to the Boston College
locker room and congratulate the victorious coach and captain. And best of all we knew Harry was sincere; the same
football immortal who was a standout on the outstanding
eleven of all time at Notre Dame.

year ago?

There can be no denying the fact that the Holy
Cross game looms on the horizon even at this early
date. The Cross game is undoubtedly the pivotal
game of the season, and the success or failure of the
Eagles for '34 rests with the outcome of this game.
This is especially true in view of the success (or lack
of it), met with during the early part of the season.
We must BEAT HOLY CROSS! The Worcester
delegation has run into plenty of grief since its Rose
Bowl plans were so rudely shattered, and good, bad
or indifferent, Boston College teams have always
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HEIGHTS WHACKS STYLUS WHACKS
STYLUS IN GORY HEIGHTS IN GORY
GRID BATTLE
GRID BATTLE
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)

one of the many victims of that
monster, Subsidization.
Manifesting a powerful attack
that was fired at the very outset
of the game, The Heights team
swept down the field in four plays
to score the first touchdown, in less
than two minutes of play in the first
quarter. The touchdown play was
a gem. "Westbrook" O'Brien, quarterback for The Heights, faded
back from the Stylus 25-yard line to
his own 30, shaking off would-be
tacklers as an eel, and then threw
with bullet-like velocity, a 70-yard
pass right into the arms of Dutch
Holland. Bill Hayward kicked the
point after touchdown.
Chalking up three more touchdowns in the first and second

had one other individual
star, Bob Huddy, the head linesman. With reckless courage akin
to the fearlessness of Chuck Darling
at his best, Huddy rushed in on
every possible occasion to snatch a
few unearned yards for the news-

athlete-devouring

periods, and with Hayward making
the extra points in a more or less
routine fashion, Coach Fleming decided to rest his stars, very well
content with their performance. For

Heights

boys.

Outside of these gains, The
made no perceptible gains.
Time after time the perfectly conditioned forward wall of the
litterateurs hurled back the halfhearted attacks of their adversaries.
Outstanding in this sterling defense
was the work of Paul "Ace"
Gaughran, a brilliant left tackle
hailing from the backwoods of Dorchester. His only rival in defensive
work was George "Huckleberry"
Finn, pass snaring substitute end
and one time coffin manufacturer of
Hyde Park.
The Stylus touchdowns were
scored by George Finn, Grover
Cronin, Austin "Chink" Brewin
and
Frank O'Flaherty.
While
these intrepid athletes, all candiHeights

the remainder of the game The
carried the
battle to their opponents' territory,
and with "Bull" Kean carrying the
ball most of the time, the "Illiterati" scored six more touchdowns. dates for Rhodes scholarships, deThe final score was Stylus 24, serve all the glory that they have
Heights 6.
received, yet there is one unsung
Line Play
hero on the intellectuals' squad.
The defensive play of the oppos- This man is the fast charging, twoThe fisted, never
ing lines was amazing.
say die right halfback
Heights forward frontier made use
who is known to his intimates as
of the fastest and most ferocious P. V. Power. Although this scintilcharge that has been seen on Unilating back scored the cheap honor
versity Heights all year. It was a
of scoring points, he was foremost
pleasant relaxation for the various in urging his team mates to
do their
coaches from the neighboring col- best. His name will live forever,
leges who viewed the contest, to and be spoken only with hushed
gaze upon the blocking and the
reverence in the mahogany walled
tackling that was done by The
chambers of the Stylus.
Heights line.
Bitterness crept into the contest
A note of sadness was introduced
at its close, and there are many
after the game, when it was discovered that "Tarzan" Paget, who
played most of the game at both
the fullback and the center positions, was suffering from a badly
sprained ankle. He was rushed
immediately to the Haymarket Relief Hospital where he is now resting uncomfortably, but will soon be
back on the squad to help The
Heights complete its arduous schedule.
Pros Play for Stylus
As was rumored early last week,
the Stylus team was composed of
a group of nonentities who habitate
the Stylus office, but who have
really nothing to do with that publication. In an effort to field a
presentable team, the Stylus went
out into the highways and the byHeights junior varsity

who feel that a schism is in the
offing between these ancient gridiron rivals. For at the close of the
game the Stylites, true to the traditions of Catholic chivalry, gathered together and thrice cheered

their defeated rivals. When the
last golden note of this ovation had
sped west to depart with the setting sun, The Heights cheer rent
the air, hut alas, it was not a cordial cheer for the victors, but a
cheer for their sordid selves. Gone
is the glory of The Heights, gone
is the last remnant of its decency.
If this schism materializes, it
will dwarf the Harvard-Princeton
break into insignificance. Measures
are already being taken to pacify
the members of the two institutions,
and there is a real hope that the
breach will be firmly cemented.

STYLUS GRID
SQUAD PLAYS
ACROSS RIVER
The gladiators of the gridiron,
who make up the Stylus football
team, journeyed to Soldiers' Field
yesterday afternoon to

the
Leverett House team in mortal combat. The game began at the scheduled time, 3:15 P. M., but has not
as yet ended.
As The Heights goes to press,
wild rumors are floating around the
city to the effect that only five
members of the original Stylus
squad are left on their feet. These
five, among whom are "Pug"
Cronin, ferocious quarterback, and
"Touchdown a Minute" Brewin, are
still battling under the light of the
waning moon, while their team
mates lie prostrate in the Harvard
meet

infirmary.
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"DANS LE SAC"
OR WHAT HAPPENED AT
THE ANNUAL STYLUS-HEIGHTS
CLASH
By

JOHN PAGET, '36

Philomatheia Club
EAGLETS PLAY
Meeting Tomorrow
PURPLE FROSH
ON SATURDAY
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)

Mrs. Vincent P. Roberts, President
of the Philomatheia Club, says:?
"In accordance with the expressed
wish of the Holy Father for Catholic Action, and with the helpful
suggestions as outlined at our last
meeting by the Reverend Rector of
Boston College, the Philomatheia
Club will inaugurate a series of lectures, to which will be welcomed
It's not a complaint, but fellows all members and friends of the club,
must have what it takes when they including the students of Boston
will sally forth on to a gridiron, College."
without a waterboy, and still smile.
The opening lecture will be given
on Wednesday, November 14th, at
The fight talk of Coach Fleming Assembly Hall, Boston College, at
between the halves will go down in eight o'clock, promptly.
Heights football history as a classic.
The Rev. James W. Keyes, S.J.,
Burly tackles and guards broke Professor of Psychology at Boston
down and cried.
College, will lecture on: "The Place
of the Individual In Modern PhilosoLittle does the rioting crowd, who phy."
shattered the goal posts, realize the
The December Catholic Action
full extent of the damage done. program will be a series of Advent
What was going towards the pur- Conferences by Rev. Jones I. J.
chase of warm stockings and soup Corrigan, S.J., Sunday evenings in
for last year's down-and-out senior Auditorium Hall, Library Building,
class must now be used for a new at eight o'clock.
set of uprights at Horace Partridge.
"Revolutionary Communism"
December 2nd?"The Spirit of
The after-game reception at the Revolution."
Hotel Scratch was more than a
December 9th?"The Communist
mere success. It was colossal. The Goal."
grand march led by Mr. and Mrs.
December 16th?"Class War, the
William Fraser, 'twixt confetti and Communist Method."
streamers, climazed the evening's
"Revolutionary
December 23rd
festivities. The obbligato was fur- Communism's Tragic Results."
nished by the "Musical Reporters."

WE

DISCOVERED after the
game that what we had been
playing against was not the Stylus
at all, but rather a crew of mill
workers, steam fitters, and miners
who had been recruited at the last
moment from Fall River, Lowell,
Scranton, Pa., and points west.
*
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If the Thanksgiving turkey raffle
meets -with success, our band will
be outfitted with trousers of uniform color and size. Next year, instruments may haps!

UNDERGRADUATES
ATTENTION!

Yes, we were bested Wednesday
but with the advent of another
game, and the apprehension of the
culprit who sold our one play to
the Stylites, victory looms in the

The score is 60-60, and the game
will proceed until the tie has been
broken. Read the next edition of
The Heights for further news of
this titanic struggle.
future.

All undergraduates interested in joining the Business
Staff of THE HEIGHTS
should report to William H.
G. Giblin, in THE HEIGHTS
office, Friday afternoon at
1:25. Please be prompt.

(Continued from Page 5, Col. 2)
combination, Bartolomeo to

passing

Dzierzack.
The first year lads of Mt. St.
James, with a running attack such
as it has will find the Maroon and
Gold frontier impregnable.
If
Coach Boehner of the Eaglets can
develop a strong aerial defense, it
will greatly aid the B. C. boys in
subduing the Purple eleven.
By comparison of the schedules
of the two teams, it is shown that
they will enter the contest on equal
terms. Each club has won two, lost
one, and tied one. The Purple lost
to Dean and tied St. John's Prep
while B. C. held Dean to a tie and
suffered their only defeat from St.
John's. With the usual spirit of
these traditional rivals aroused, the
turf of Fitton Field will certainly
fly when these two outfits clash on
November 10th. The B. C. Frosh
loom as potential victors due to
their defensive strength. The H. C.
squad is only of medium height and
weight.

SELECT YOUR
ALL AMERICAN
FOOTBALL TEAM
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 4)
Your opinions will to some extent
govern the selection of the sports
editor in completing the Boston
College list. Remember! Two lists
with three B. C. football represen-

tatives added. Also: Who do you
think was the outstanding single
player of the season? On or before
Tuesday, November thirteenth, your
lists must be in the hands of the
sports editor at The Heights office in the Tower Building.

Prizing tobacco

age and mellow tobaccos
just right to give CliesterlielcL
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ways, subsidizing young men who
do possess some good points, but
who have an inherent weakness for

accepting bribes and gleefully doing
the dirty work which their employers would not wish to be
charged to them. Not content with
this bold proselytizm, these men
had the supreme conceit to think
that they could hide their true
identity under some rather peculiar
pen-names. Pete O'Flaherty called
himself Jeremy Higgins, while
Walter McDonough claimed that he
was Henry Beauregard. This deceived no one, and only served to
lower McDonough in the eyes of
those who had formerly considered
him a decent chap. While The
Heights is content with victory,
yet it is with deep regret and with
a feeling of sadness, that the paper
feels it necessary to remind the
Stylus that such tactics are not
truly representative of Boston College, and simply are not done. The
Heights is confident that this rebuke will be taken to heart, and no
more will gentlemen who play a
game for the love of it have to face
a group of ringers hiding under the
cloak of a literary magazine.
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have tried a good many methods to age cigarette tobacco, but
we have never found any method that
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